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Francis B. Gummere, 

XIII.- What Place has Old English Philology in our 

Elementary Schools? 

BY FRANCIS B. GUMMERE, PH. D., 

PRINCIPAL OF THE SWAIN FREE SCHOOL, NEW BEDFORD, MASS. 

A Plea for Local Higher Instruction. 

NOT long ago, the president of a famous American college, 
writing in praise of Greek and Latin as the basis of higher in- 
struction, classed the study of Anglo-Saxon with the study of 
Icelandic or of Quaternions. All three were "intellectual luxu- 
ries." If such is the judgment of so prominent and learned a 
man, what will that robust personage, the "average citizen," 
impatient as he is of all that is recondite and out of touch with 
the practical, say to my subject and the implied connexion be- 
tween an intellectual luxury for colleges and the every-day fare 
of our ordinary schools ? Considerable divinity doth still hedge 
the college, and what is done there:- 

If 'tis not sense, at least 'tis Greek;- 

but no such reverence hovers about the school, or indeed about 
our mother-tongue. The college is mainly in the hands of that 
"remnant" concerning which Mr. Arnold has discoursed; but 
our schools are entrusted to the management of the average 
citizen. On him and his opinions hang many destinies. Our 
concern is with his opinions in regard to the teaching of Ele- 
mentary English. For I assume that the fortunes of English 
Philology in college and university are no longer doubtful. 
But the hardest and by no means the least important battle re- 
mains to be fought; and only when the early stages of instruc- 
tion in English are put on a sound philological basis, can we 
talk of victory. 

What are the faults of our present common-school system ? 
For the purposes of this paper, I name as decided faults: 

i. Lack of sensitiveness, on the part of the general instruc- 
tion, to advances and changes in the world of scientific research. 
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2. Lack of independent scholarship on the part of the 
teachers. 

3. Too great reliance upon systems and methods, upon 
technical skill in imparting knowledge. 

The great body of our teachers can give the pupil nothing 
more than what they learned in the same school. Even the 
Normal School, if I am rightly informed, pays little attention to 
the actual subject, and directs its main efforts toward method 
and system. It is just the other way with college training; so 
that I surely do not sacrifice truth to antithesis when I say that 
a college professor is regarded as a scholar who may or may 
not be a teacher, while a school-master is regarded as a teacher 
who may or may not be a scholar. We do not encourage the 
teacher to be a master and lover of some one department of 
knowledge; forgetting that from nothing comes nothing,-that 
the teacher who is not a scholar cannot train up a race of 
scholars. Perhaps we shall yet have done with the false idea 
that it is not what a man knows that makes a teacher of him, 
but the mere skill to impart to others. To impart what? This 
" power to impart" often means nothing more than the vicious 
art of limited scholarship to make its pupils think their own 
acquisition unlimited. A teacher of this kind is like those guides 
who stand at the entrance of the Louvre in Paris, ready to show 
one in an hour or two everything worth seeing. This is what 
the American public demands of its teachers. What chance for 
them to become scholars,-except, indeed, for those few whom 
favoring Jupiter has loved, and who succeed in climbing out of 
their Hades into the upper air of study and research? Yet 
what is a teacher worth w.ho does not come down to his work, 
as Emerson finely put it, from a higher level; who does not 
bring with him the enthusiasm born of intimate and personal 
knowledge ? Readers of Goethe's life will perhaps remember a 
letter which he wrote to his drawing-master, Oeser. "What do 
I not owe to you," he exclaims; "my taste for the beautiful, 
my skill, my judgment,-do I not have all these through you ? 
How clear and true has become for me that strange, half incon- 
ceivable proposition, that the workshop of a great artist does 
more for the development of the budding philosopher, the bud- 
ding poet, than the lecture-room of the scholar and critic! 
Instruction does much; but encouragement, enthusiasm, does 
all;-Lehre thut vie/, aber Aufmunterung thut alles." Now in 
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philological instruction, the scholar or critic is the artist; his 
study is his workshop; his critical research, embodied in treatise 
or lecture, is his work of art. True, there is something in the 
fact that a school is expected to devote itself to Lehre, the 
college being devoted to Aufmunterung; but I am inclined to 
think Goethe's words applicable to the teacher in any grade. 
What is drill, what are methods, compared with the enthusiasm 
of scholarship ? Of this latter we can almost say that it makes 
its own drill, its own method: 

Es tragt Verstand und guter Sinn 
Mit wenig Kunst sich selber vor. 

To be sure, the graduate from college is likely to spurn Lehre 
altogether, fire over his scholars' heads, and make sad confu- 
sion; but somehow this seems a more human error than the 
frigid blundering of the missionary from the Normal School. 
The former slays his thousands, the latter his tens of thousands. 
One man with a belief, said somebody, is worth ninety-nine 
with an opinion; one teacher with the full spirit of his subject 
is worth ninety-nine with a " method." I do not forget the good 
which must always result from a frank discussion of the merits 
of this or that system; I do not forget the splendid work of our 
common schools: but I am quite sure that the tendency for 
many years has been to exaggerate the importance of method, 
to diminish the importance of sound scholarship. We live in 
the era of the Able Paper: everybody interested in education 
is writing Able Papers on the best way to teach his particular 
'ology. The school officials (I speak not now of teachers) must 
keep themselves before the public: hence annual reports point- 
ing out sweeping errors, urging sweeping reforms; hence the 
teachers' institute or convention; hence the Able Paper. I 
think it is the natural reaction against this excess of Able Papers 
which gives such extent and welcome to the new correspondence- 
schools for private study. While I most energetically deny 
that Lake Chautauqua is better than all the waters of university 
and college lore, while I think the result of these superficial 
studies is too often that fault which Socrates feared for his sons, 
and for which he hoped they would be punished,-" if they pre- 
tend to be something when they are really nothing," as Jowett 
translates;-nevertheless, I must regard these efforts toward 
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the increase of knowledge on the part of teachers as efforts 
which are based on the soundest principle. 

But my subject is English Philology in the School. It would 
ask a Jeremiah to set forth aright the blackness of thick dark- 
ness which broods over this "field of study." Dark-lanterns of 
grammar flit about; you hear voices clamorous of method and 
system; but the dark-lanterns are worse than no light at all, 
and the voices, for all their clamor, hardly better than the gib- 
bering of a ghost. Worst of all, you know that little feet are 

pattering confusedly after the lights and the voices, and little 
hands are learning that mournful art which reverses the process 
of gathering grapes from thorns and figs from thistles. 

I believe it is taken for granted that every person who teaches 
arithmetic in our schools has some knowledge of geometry and 
algebra. In the same way, one would think, we ought to demand 
of every teacher of English that he be in some measure ac- 
quainted with the sources and development of our language,- 
no matter how elementary the teaching actually required. We 
all know that such is not the case. The schools teach English 
on medieval principles. Hence an intolerable gap between the 
old tone of the school instruction and the new tone of college or 
university teaching. The schools, as we saw above, depend 
mainly upon themselves for teachers; the serpent swallows its 
tail; the wheel turns in the air;-there is no progress, and " es 
erben sich Gesetz' und Rechte wie eine ew'ge Krankheit fort." 
From the very start, our schools (not, of course, in all cases) do 
a work which has to be undone, if it can be undone, with infinite 
labor on the part of the college professor. True, there is im- 
provement, if we compare our schools of to-day with those of 
the past. We have almost banished the old monstrosity of 
pedantic and blindfold grammar; we have excellent text-books 
available for language-lessons in the most elementary schools; 
but for some reason the teachers are bound in their old chains, 
and do not possess the scholarship necessary to the best use of 
a text-book. The very start is false. What child does not 
grow up in the fatal error that a "letter" is a sacred thing, to 
be " pronounced " now this way, now that;-that it is the written 
symbol, and not the spoken sound, which is the starting-point 
of language ? This, you tell me, hath a very ancient and fish- 
like smell; is the merest commonplace of the new philology. 
True. But go among high-school and grammar-school teachers, 
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and find how much of it is commonplace, how many have even 
heard of it. That some have heard it, appreciate it, practise it, 
is happily true. But the majority, the great majority, are not 
in this case. 

It is impossible to teach elementary English well unless the 
instruction be based on a historical study of the language. We 
make a subject clear by applying common-sense to it. But the 
moment we come to written English, we are confronted by a 

seeming total lack of common-sense in the speech itself,-a wild 
confusion of symbols set over against a natural and methodical 
system of sounds; strange constructions; intricate syntax. If 
we attempt to lead scholars through this maze, we are doomed 
to failure unless we are guided by a sense of the spirit of the 

language, for we do not know a language till we know its past. 
Many teachers are conscious of this; but average citizens, in 
school-committee assembled, do not recognize it at all. I am 
not sure that a knowledge of Chaucer's English would not be 
rather a disqualification than a recommendation for a teacher 
who should apply to a committee for a position in the primary 
schools. "No fancy stuff of that sort," cries the robust com- 
mitteeman; "let us hear an Able Paper on Spelling in the 

Primary School." I present the average school-board to this 
convention as a most important, if unattractive, field for mis- 

sionary labor. How can we raise the standard of instruction in 
our common schools, when the governing boards recognize for 
the teachers no valid standard of scholarship ? 

So much for the teachers. Of course we do not expect that 

they are to flood the ways of elementary instruction with the 
actual results of their own study: to incorporate, for example, 
the history of the Ablaul with the explanation of the scholar's 
first verb. A teacher should apply historical grammar as little 
as possible directly, as much as possible indirectly. Let us see 
what ought to be done for the pupil in the way of English 
Philology. Even the youngest scholars can understand and use 

many facts of historical English. I am assured by an excellent 
teacher that such matters as the origin of the relative pronoun 
(see Koch, Eng. Gram. ? 346); the origin of the conjunction 
" that; " the history of the present participle and its relations to 
the verbal noun; the infinitive and its dative case; most especi- 
ally, the simpler forms of sound-change in English from the 
middle to the modern period,-may all be used to advantage in 
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the grammar-school. Instead of the vain attempt to " analyse " 
these things, to explain them by mere surface work, we go to the 
history of the language, uncover the strata, and turn what has 
been the most tiresome study into the most attractive. Much 
interest can be called out by the use of a simple comparison like 
the following between modern long vowels and those of Chaucer. 
Such exercises give the pupil more insight into the processes of 
language than can be given by months of "analysis." A practi- 
cal use of the comparison is obvious when, as in many high- 
schools, German is studied by advanced pupils. In the latter 
case the teacher contrasts the German practice, by which the 
symbol changes with the sound, and the English practice, by 
which the sound changes and the symbol remains unchanged. 
The long vowels may be ranged (omitting all intermediate 
sounds like a', etc.) in the row: 

& 6 d . 

In German, when the verb riten had its vowel diphthongized, 
the symbol changed also: reiten. But when Chaucer's riden 
changed just as the German verb changed, the symbol did not 
change. We "pronounce" a diphthong and "spell" a vowel: 
ride. For the English exercise, the simple movements upward 
and downward from the central vowel a are interesting even to 
pupils who are not far advanced: thus sound 4 has moved up 
to ^, but keeps the symbol, as Chaucer's bane (a as in father) 
has become our bane; e has moved up to i, symbol stationary, 
as Chaucer'sfete (e as infate) and our feet; while i-symbol now 
represents, ezcept in words like routine, a diphthong. Then 
the downward movement: 4 to 6, in which case the symbol also 
changes (ban-bone); 6 becomes u, but the symbol remains 
(goose); while 6, like t, is diphthongized,-ou being merely the 
French symbol for u and therefore unchanged (house). On the 
face of it, this seems far too hard for grammar-school pupils. 
Why? Because we are used to the medieval phraseology of 
<" grammar," and common sense looks strange. But with time, 
patience and abundant use of physiology, this exercise can be 
made very instructive. Where the entire process is too intricate 
for the pupil, take a part of it. Show him how e is raised to i. 
Text-books cannot do this kind of work. Here is where the 
teacher counts. But we virtually forbid the teacher to know 
anything about such matters. Again, I say, let members of this 
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convention single out men who serve on school-boards, and 
earnestly plead with them. 

The teacher must judge what to use, how far to go. Often 
he must resolutely drop all illustration, and give hard drill in 
facts. Nor can he introduce all subjects. In any instruction 
below the college, a teacher would be foolish who should take a 
partly regular, partly irregular verb like tell, told, and explain 
the vowel-change. It would involve the most difficult phases 
of the principle of Umlaut, the principle of assimilation,-and 
so on. It would be a piece of pedantic folly. But, on the other 
hand, the theory of the simple Umlaut could and should be 
taught in the primary school. Show that the natural, "easy " 
vowel is a, the middle, indifferent position (physiology comes 
in here); show that a person when reading is always looking 
several words ahead of the word he is actually pronouncing, 
and so, in speaking a word, we are thinking of a sound to come, 
while we utter its predecessor; hence in uttering a in many we 
think of the i-sound (y) to come; the i influences the a, pulls 
it up (i, e, a, o, u,) toward the higher sounds, so that a becomes 
really e, a half-way place between a and i: and hence the pro- 
nunciation of many as compared with that of man. Indeed, 
the whole lore of sounds may be taught to children; each child 
has a capital little apparatus for experiments. For such instruc- 
tion, we need a Primer of Phonetics, as simple and brief as 
possible. After the most active drill in this subject, the teacher 
could take up English historically. The merest child could 
understand the main facts of the formation of English, of its 
parent and related languages;-for all this, the blackboard could 
be made an Arcadia, as compared with the Hades of rules and 
spelling-books. I know nothing more important in the whole 
range of English Philology than the proper beginning of a 
child's study of language. It should be based on the simpler 
science of phonology. How many boys and girls begin that 
way? 

But this paper is not intended to discuss details. First, let 
us have a door opened for the principle itself. Then let us 
convert the school-boards; let each of us become a priest and 
missionary in partibus infidelium. Let this convention utter an 
authoritative voice and give us heart. Mr. Arnold has shown 
the great value of academies (in the French meaning) for the 
literary interests of a nation. The same holds good of an edu- 
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cational acadEmic, a body of men whose combined authority 
should set up and maintain high standards in certain depart- 
ments of education. Whatever is for the good of elementary 
instruction in English, is for the interest of all modern language 
teaching. Let us have one scholarly, scientific spirit animating 
the whole system of instruction in languages,-from English 
a b c, up to the intricacies of Old French or Old English pho- 
nology This body of scholars can watch the interests of their 
profession in more ways than one. I instance the need of some 
check upon that extraordinary passion for multiplying text-books 
in departments already more than supplied, and the strange fear 
of our critics to condemn careless work,-sometimes outright 
vicious work. Our system of public instruction tends, as I have 
hinted, to be a text-book system. What are many of these 
text-books? They are not written; as a Harvard professor 
once said to me, they are "shovelled together." The art is not 
to make them, but to "push " them. There is no systematic, 
relentless criticism here in America, no organized criticism based 
on certain admitted principles, and ready to crush out of ex- 
istence the impudent claims of a bad book. Here is something 
for this convention to undertake. 

But suppose the missionary work done. Suppose the school- 
boards soundly converted. Suppose that the robust average 
citizen has waved off the Able Paper, and called for scholarship. 
Suppose he says that instruction in English must be based on 
historical and scientific knowledge. Where is the teacher to 
obtain this knowledge? We have the old-fashioned college 
course. We have the special courses of the university. But 
the ordinary teacher has neither time nor money to devote to 
the preparation for a full college course, as well as to the course 
itself: The ordinary teacher cannot afford to go to the uni- 
versity. But can we not send the mountain to Mahomet ? All 
that we need is the scriptural engine-faith. Once have faith 
in the need of Local Higher Instruction, as a means not only 
of spreading culture in a community, but also of elevating and 
sustaining the standard of teaching in its public schools, and the 
practical question is easily solved. I hope I do not exceed the 
bounds of propriety in stating that the institution with which I 
am connected-The Swain Free School of New Bedford-is now 
engaged in the work of solving this same problem of Local 
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Higher Instruction. It is endowed; it is absolutely free; it 
teaches only collegiate studies (at present to a limited extent, 
including simply English, Modern Languages and History); 
and it has a special regard to the wants of those who intend to 
teach. It is easy to exaggerate the importance of a new move- 
ment. But it does no harm for those engaged in such a work 
to put great faith in its mission and its ultimate results; and I 
cannot help thinking that this Local Higher Instruction will yet 
find a place in the educational system of America. 
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